
TRANSFORM YOUR SPACE

H A R D  F L O O R  C O V E R  F O R  S W I M M I N G  P O O L S



Elegant and stylish 
hard floor pool 
Elegant and stylish 
hard floor pool 
Elegant and stylish 
hard floor pool 
cover system With and without cover
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Convert from a wet to dry environment Can fit around specific pool features

Introducing Pool-dek
Transforming your space Simple transformation

• No need to drain the pool

• Tested to 5KN/m² for loading

• Short installation time

• Available to purchase or hire  

• Initial site survey and installation included*

• Supplied worldwide (survey and 

installation available)

*UK Only
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Pool-dek  and Pool-span  are 
hard floor pool cover       
solutions. We offer a range 
of options for customers 
who are looking to cover 
their swimming pool for 
renovations such as room 
conversions; for events or to 
decommission an unused 
pool into a more usable 
space.

Pool-dek and Pool-span comprise a bespoke, 

made to measure, stylish floor finish either over the 

water’s surface or an empty pool. The system 

utilises the existing space of a concrete shell or 

tiled finish swimming pool, covering it and 

producing an individual hard-floor surface to create 

an amazing and unique multi-use space. With 

installations worldwide, we will work with you, your 

architect, interior designer, pool contractor or 

project manager to create your perfect pool cover 

solution. Both systems have been tested for 

loadings and are completely safe to walk, dine and 

dance on!
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Hosting Regular Events? 
Convert a pool in less 
than a day to create the
ultimate space



Every Pool-dek  or 
Pool-span  purchase is 
made to measure to your 
pool specification. The 
Pool-dek  team will install 
the system for the first time 
and provide training and 
documentation for our 
customers to install, 
dismantle and store.

 

How it works

The Perfect Fit
Open up a completely new space Designed to protect your pool
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In the consultation process we will discuss the 

specification of your pool construction and determine 

the best system and solution for you.  We have a range 

of options such as Pool-dek, Pool-span (Step System), 

Pool-span (Flush) and Pool-span (Timber).

Pool-dek is constructed using stainless steel frames with 

adjustable feet, ensuring that the framework is level and 

ready to accommodate the water-resistant deck

panels. Frames hook together without the need of tools 

and are braced to the pool side to provide a rigid 

substructure. 

Pool-span consists of a series of either steel or timber 

beams which are placed at carefully calculated intervals 

across the pool’s width and covered using water-resistant-

deck panels as above.

Each project we complete is unique and we offer bespoke 

design and installation services to the finest detail such as 

edging, corners and special cutting requirements. 

We can also accommodate sloping floors, steps and 

jacuzzis. A selection of high specification floor finishes are 

available to complement an existing décor.
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 Unique flooring
options to suit

your requirements
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Storage

Storage requirements will depend on the 

system chosen for your pool type. For 

example, Pool-dek can be stored on 

compact wheeled trolleys (provided) and 

stored in a garage or similar space.  The 

trolleys will pass through an existing 800mm 

standard doorway.

The Pool-span system can be dismantled 

and stored, the decks will store on compact 

wheeled trolleys (provided on request) and 

room for the beams should be considered.

It is recommended that a suitable storage 

location is allocated, ideally on the same 

level as the pool area, in order that the 

storage trolleys can simply be wheeled out 

when required.
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“We are delighted with our Pool-dek elegant hard floor pool covering, which has been used by 
the hotel for almost 10 years. The service we have received from our initial enquiry through to 
the ongoing customer care has been excellent.”

Ron Cheles, Project Director, Firmdale Hotels, London9
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Total Project 
Management
Complete Room Conversions 
with Total Project Management

Whether you are a private resident, an architect, a pool contractor 

or own or run a commercial business such as a hotel or holiday 

resort, The Pool-dek team will work with you to provide a 

complete professional design, project management and 

installation service from start to finish.

Our ethos is simple, we will not remove the swimming pool or fill it 

in, we simply provide a new use for the space using a tried and 

tested hard floor pool cover system that has safety at the heart of 

its design. 

The systems look and feel like a regular floor. The pool stays in 

situ with or without water, until required. The cost to infill with 

concrete or other material can run into many thousands of 

pounds and can be very messy and time consuming, and 

unfortunately, not easy to reverse. 

Pool-dek systems are clean and easy to install and should you 

change your mind, simple and straight forward to change back 

into a swimming pool.  

As you can see from our Case Studies, each project is unique.  

Our Clients approach us with a range of requirements and we 

have worked with many clients to decommission pools, cover 

their pools to create multi-use space or to convert or refurbish.  

We also work with maintenance and installation contractors to 

provide platform access within swimming pools for cleaning, 

access at height or safety platforms. Pool-dek can also be used in 

a submerged installation to provide safe access for children or 

vulnerable adults.

Our process includes an initial consultation and after listening to 

your requirements we specialise in providing the correct hard 

floor pool cover solution for your pool’s construction. This may be 

a Pool-dek, Pool-span step, flush or timber solution. After 

assessing your requirements, we will produce working drawings 

and a quotation tailored to your specific requirements with 

samples for your approval.

As an alternative to covering the pool alone, we also offer a 

complete transformation pool room flooring service. This will 

include a full refurbishment of a pool room or space by safely 

covering the pool, the surrounding floor and, if required, erecting 

stud walling to partition the space into multi-rooms. Contact us for 

more details.



Before

After
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Pool-dek 
Specification

*Grade 316 stainless steel required.

• Designed and manufactured to

   order using high quality Grade

   304 or 316 stainless steel.

• No need for additional tools

   or fixings, system simply

   connects together.

• Fitted with large height

   adjustable swivel feet                           

   (where required), protecting

   the pool base and matching           

   the pool depth and profile.

• Initial Installation included,

   carried out by a highly

   experienced team,

   who will ensure a safe

   working environment.

• Our customers receive a

   detailed plan for future installs.

• Subsequent installations will

   take, on average, between

   2-3 hours, based on a team

   of three people.

• System has been tested to

   BS6399:1996 Part 1 and

   supports loadings of 7.5kN/m2.

• No moving parts - no

   maintenance contracts

   required.

• Pool-dek & Pool-span 

   can be used in fresh water     

   and saltwater pools.
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Pool-dek with flush fitted 
Stainless steel edging

Pool-dek with Phenlolic deck 
panels and timber nosing

Pool-dek with Phenlolic deck 
panels covering the full room

Pool-span Timber over 
hopper-style swimming pool

Pool-span Step over swimming 
pool with roman end steps

Pool-span Flush over sloping 
side swimming pool
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Pool-dek is constructed using bespoke, made-to-measure 
stainless steel frames and adjustable feet. Water-resistant
deck panels, with a choice of different finishes are then fitted.     

Pool-dek is available as a ‘flush fitted’ or ‘oversail’ system. The
diagram shows the flush fitted system with stainless steel 
edging. The system is suitable for water-filled or empty pools.      

Pool-dek
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Adjustable foot

This is one example of the 
various floor materials and 
finishes available. We can 

accommodate other 
specifications on request.

Birch Veneer deck panel
with hardwood edging.

Stainless steel edging with a 
Foamex waterproof 
protective layer on the 
underside of the deck panel.  

Pool-dek brace rail and adjustable foot. Acrylic deck panels allowing a view of the pool. Leg frame and adjustable foot on the pool's surface 
tiles. 
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Before

After
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Pool-span is a series of bespoke steel beams placed across
the width of a pool to form a support structure on which to 
place deck panels with a choice of different finishes.   

Pool-span is ideal where the swimming pool bottom is a 
hopper style or a liner and slopes in different directions. The 
diagram shows the Step system with perimeter fascia panels.      

Pool-span  Step
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This is one example of the 
various floor materials and 
finishes available. We can 

accommodate other 
specifications on request.

Birch Veneer deck panel
with hardwood edging

Pool-span beams with a padded underside to 
protect the edge of the pool.

Pool-span deck panels and perimeter fascia 
panels available in a choice of different finishes. 

Pool-span can be fitted across hopper style pools, 
deep diving pools and sloping side pools.  
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Before

After
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Pool-span is also available as a flush system with steel
beams spanning across the width of the pool with 
perimeter stainless steel edging over the poolside coping.   

The Pool-span beams can be fitted on to an internal pool 
ledge or by having support shelving fitted into the pool to 
house the beams across the width.      

Pool-span  Flush
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This is one example of the 
various floor materials and 
finishes available. We can 

accommodate other 
specifications on request.

Birch Veneer deck panel
with hardwood edging

Pool-span beams spanning the pools width. Pool-span systems can also cater for full room 
deck panels available in a choice of different finishes.

The Pool-span flush system fitted on to fitted
support shelving in an unused concrete pool.  
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Before

After
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The Pool-span Timber system is an economical solution to
converting an unused pool into a beautiful new space. The 
deck panels are available in a choice of different finishes. 

The Pool-span timber system can be fitted with the deck 
panels flush to the perimeter coping tiles or across the 
whole room, creating a completely new space.     

Pool-span  Timber
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Birch Veneer deck panel
with hardwood edging

This is one example of the 
various floor materials and 
finishes available. We can 

accommodate other 
specifications on request.

Pool-span timber beams. Pool-span systems can also cater for full room 
deck panels available in a choice of different finishes.

Pool-span timber fitted across the whole room. 
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Before

After
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Event Consultation

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Hire Service Includes:Become the ultimate talking point for 

your event and make the most of a 

fabulous space. With installation, on 

average less than a day, and no need to 

drain the pool, your unique event space 

will be ready to dress in no time.

• A dedicated Project Manager

• Professional, no obligation site surveys and guidance

• All year-round bookings

• Out of hours customer support

• Professional installation by accredited fitters

• 1 day installation (depending on location and pool size)

• Indoor and outdoor installations.

• Health and Safety Compliance

We work with Wedding and Party Planners, Events Managers, and private residents 
to make their special event a day to remember.

Pool-dek   Hire creates a unique experience either in a hotel, resort or private house.
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“Thank you for all your help on this project. You completely transformed 
the space and did an amazing job! Really grateful for everything.”

James Roe (Event Planner), Roeni Limited

“Pool-dek enabled us to make use of a large space that provided a perfect 
venue for our daughter’s wedding breakfast. It was quickly installed and 

was removed without damage to the pool. Thanks for doing a fantastic job.”

Mother of the Bride, Leicestershire
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From pool to
party in less
  than a day
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Acrylic deck panels allowing a view of the pool 
(optional).

Phenolic non-slip deck 
panel

Perimeter timber edging 
fixed to deck panel

Adjustable foot and bolt 
screwed into brace rail

Grey or dark brown non-slip 
resin deck panels for use for 
indoor and outdoor pools.

Pool-dek brace rail and adjustable foot. Pool-dek timber edging and Phenolic deck panels
above the pool tiles.
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Q&A

Do I need to book in advance?

Do I need to drain the pool for hire?

 

 
 

What preparations and access do 
I need to make before the equipment 
is delivered?

 

 

 

 

Can you supply a sample of the 
deck finish?

What is the hire period?

 

Is there a risk of damage to the pool?

 

 

Pool-dek  & Pool-span  Hire and Purchase

Booking in advance is ideal to secure your preferred

dates. Book as soon as possible after you have received

your quotation and initial site survey. However, if you have

a last-minute requirement, please contact us and we will

do our very best to accommodate your request.

There is no need to drain the pool before your event,

however, the water level may need to be lowered between

100mm and 300mm depending on the type of pool

being covered. This will be advised at survey stage.

The Stage Systems team will require access to the

space, ideally this would be on the same level as the pool

as we deliver the system on wheeled trolleys. We can

accommodate stairs and lifts of at least 810mm wide.

As stated above it may be necessary to reduce the

pool level and to switch off the pool heating prior to

and during the Pool-dek or Pool-span installation.

The system will be delivered by HGV and road and 

driveway access will be required as close to the pool as 

possible.

Yes, please request this at initial enquiry or consultation.

This will be detailed on the quotation and is normally

a minimum of 1 full day to 7 days. However, we are flexible

and if necessary, the hire period can be extended subject

to prior written agreement.

Pool-dek poses minimal risk to the swimming pool,

it has been designed to integrate structurally into

a pool using adjustable legs and an oversail system.

There is no drilling or tooling required.

Pool-dek is designed and tested to support 7.5kN/m2

(approx. 0.75 metric ton). However, we cannot make

assurances regarding the pool structure and further

advice should be taken by yourselves on this matter.

Pool-span also poses minimal risk to the swimming pool, 

some drilling and tooling may be required to install      

shelving, Pool-span systems are tested to 5KN/m2.
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Do you have Public Liability Insurance? 

Are staff fully qualified and do you hold 
the relevant safety accreditations?

What if I need help with Pool-dek  Hire
during my event?

 

What if I need help with Pool-dek  after 
my purchase? 

 

Ready to find out about holding the ultimate 
event experience? 

Contact us for friendly, expert advice. 
Call us on 01509 611021 or email  
info@pooldek.co.uk.

Yes, Pool-dek is supplied and installed by Stage Systems 

part of Hoseforma Limited. We hold Public and Products 

Liability with a limit of £10 million, Employers

Liability to £20 million and Professional Indemnity of £2 

million. Copies of these are available upon

request. Stage Systems will charge a Damage Waiver

Fee, included in the hire price. The customer will remain

responsible for and will indemnify the company against

any loss or damage resulting from their negligence or

legal liability. Full details are provided within our Terms

and Conditions supplied with every quotation.

We require a non-refundable deposit of 50% of the

total price and charges with confirmation of your order (for 

Hire).

The remaining 50% is due 14 days prior to the delivery

date. If you need to cancel your arrangements please

contact us as soon as possible and we will endeavour to

accommodate any alternative dates you may wish to book.

If you are purchasing a Pool-dek or Pool-span system we 

require a non-refundable deposit of 50% of the total price 

and charges with confirmation of your order. The remaining 

50% is due 14 days before delivery / installation date.

A Customer Care after sales service is provided for all 

Pool-dek and Pool-span sales. For any enquiries call 01509 

611021 or contact us via email.  We can provide a quotation 

for an installation / dismantle service if required.

Please refer to our website for full terms and conditions

We offer an out of hours service during your event,

you will be supplied with your Project Manager’s

contact details.



Planning a Wedding?
Create a unique space

with Pool-dek  Hire
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The 
Pool-dek 
Standard

Professional installation Premium build quality

Storage trolleys can simply be wheeled out when required35
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For friendly, expert advice contact: 

T 01509 611021
E info@pooldek.co.uk
W www.pooldek.co.uk

Pool-dek® is supplied by Stage Systems, 

based in Loughborough (Part of Hoseforma Staging Limited). 


